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Penguin, New Delhi, India, 2004. Hard Cover. Book Condition: New. First Edition. Journeys are
voyages of discovery, infinitely enriching explorations of the self and of the universe. Journeys can
take you to the Himalayas, across oceans, into the wilderness of forests and to the farthest corners
of the earth and the human mind. Such journeys are sagas of the human spirit and of
endurancethe will to break free from the mundane and the familiar. This unique volume of twenty-
two essays, photoessays and critical texts brings together accounts of epic heroes and saints,
pilgrims and trekkers, journalists and photographers, historians and folklorists. They are travellers
who chart their course across vast seas and countries other than their own in search of the
unknown and the exotic. While their narratives may be deeply personal, they are, ultimately,
accounts of voyages that are universal. At times these are private confessions that transcend details
of geography and conquest to express the solitude of the traveller. This volume also includes
moving accounts of spiritual journeys that delve into the recesses of the mindlike those of
Akkamahadevi, Bulle Shah, Nanak, and countless poets, singers and saintsand journeys typical of
the Indian traditionthose of the yogi prince,...
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It is fantastic and great. It generally is not going to cost an excessive amount of. You will like the way the blogger create this book.
-- Ger a r do B a uch PhD-- Ger a r do B a uch PhD

This is actually the finest publication i actually have study right up until now. We have study and so i am confident that i am going to planning to go
through again again in the foreseeable future. I am just effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Lor i B er nier-- Lor i B er nier
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